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Fuel filter (Built-with sedimentor)

Air bleeding

In case that air is present in the injection system because of lack of fuel during engine operation, or the

injection pump is replaced, air bleeding should be performed according to the following procedures, and

then start engine and verifyif fuel is not leaked.

1. Remove the fuel filter air bleeding plug .

2. Depress and release repeatedly the head of fuel filter until only fuel flows out.

3. Install the air bleeding plug while depressing the head of fuel filter.

Please refill with fuel before the engine has run out of fuel.

Since the presence of air in the fuel system any where between the fuel tank and injector will cause a no start,

always the bleed air from the system when the engine has run out of fuel.

If the engine is stopped due to fuel empty, please start the engine by following procedures.

1. Refill with diesel fuel before you begin the following procedures.

2. Bleed the air from the fuel filter.

Loosen the air bleed screw at the top of fuel filter body and operate the manual handle of the lift pump until

the air bubbles completely expel in the fuel following from the filter, re-tighten the screw.

3. Bleed the air from the fuel line (line from the filter to the injection pump)

Loosen the nipples on the injector side, and crank engine. When no more bubbles appear in the fuel

following the end of the injection pipe, re-tighten the nipple.

Draining water

If the sedimentor warning light is lit, drain the water in the steps as shown below.

1. Remove the drain plug, and then drain the water while depressing and repeatedly the head of fuel filter.

2. After draining the water, do air bleeding for the fuel filter.

Detector
1. Remove the detector from the sedimentor.

2. Do the continuity test and verify that it is closed if the detector is moved upward and opened if downward.


